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The COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally changed the way we live and conduct business. At the onslaught 
of the initial lockdown in March 2020, we saw massive declines in spending. As business travel halted, 
credit card spending in the travel and entertainment categories declined as much as 73% from the first 
week of March to the first week in April 2020. However, as the adage states, necessity breeds innovation, 
and this rings true today.  

On the credit card portfolio managed by Corserv, we are seeing B2B spend volume increase as 
businesses recover. This recovery, fueled by stimulus funding, underscores a migration toward spending 
on cards and particularly, the adoption of virtual cards. Today, we are witnessing an accelerated increase 
in the usage of commercial cards, the rise of virtual cards for commercial payments and the integral role 
these cards will play in the future of work.  

Accelerated Increase in Commercial Cards  

During the pandemic, the application volume for new commercial cards remained low, and many banks 
tightened their underwriting criteria. The environment early on was just too uncertain. However, after a 
year, Corserv is seeing an increase in commercial card applications and approved account volume by 
81% in recent months proving there is greater confidence in the future and organizations are freeing up 
spending again.  

Commercial card products include corporate cards, fleet cards and procurement cards. Commercial card 
platforms also enable corporate customers to centralize card spend data by providing detailed spend 
information and integrating expense reporting and management systems. The payment industry remains 
resilient to come back as pent-up demand for spending picks up. 

Rise of Virtual Cards  

The pandemic has also improved the adoption of virtual cards. A virtual card is a unique card number that 
is created on demand for a single-use. Virtual cards enable businesses to pay invoices securely while 
allowing suppliers to receive payments faster. 

We believe virtual card payments on commercial cards are likely to stay as businesses recognize strong 
benefits such as efficiency in account payable processes, reduced costs, improved security and control, 
and better cash flow management.  

Future of Commercial Payments 

The work-from-home environment highlighted challenges in outdated accounts receivable processes. 
Businesses that processed payments manually through checks and ACH had issues because the 
employees were not physically in the offices. They had to quickly learn and adapt to more efficient digital 
payment processing. Check usage in commercial payments will continue to see a precipitous decline. 

The future is bright for APIs that deliver commercial payment services. APIs offer easy integration 
between different systems, technologies and parties. APIs allow for improved convenience and 
functionality in user interfaces. APIs will enable financial institutions and fintechs to build new technology 
ecosystems to exchange information in a scalable way. 

Mass adoption of commercial cards for corporate payables have been limited in part due to challenges in 
card acceptance by vendors/suppliers. Supplier enablement services make it easy for companies to 
automate card entry processes and enable suppliers to get paid instantly. Such services will be the 
catalyst in the growing adoption of virtual cards for commercial payments. 

 



 

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the move to digital and virtual environments for many industries, 
payments included. As we recover from the pandemic for years to come, organizations must prepare 
themselves to take advantage of the accelerated trends. Incorporating virtual cards for commercial 
payments is the first step to ensuring your business is ready for the future.   


